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Author's word choice examples

Not to be confused with the author's purpose, the rules of the author's choice focus on the reader's understand why the author made certain organizational and synchist decisions and what effect the author wanted those choices to have on the reader.  The author's choice standards begin in fifth grade.
Learning Standards5.5e: Describe how an author's vocabulary choice contributes to the author's style.          - discuss why an author might have used particular words and phrases6.5c: Describe how the choice of words and images contribute to the meaning of a text.          - notice the art of an author,
including the use of language patterns, variety of phrases, vocabulary, images and figurative language - recognize the tone of an author including serious, humorous, objective, and personal6.5j: Identify and analyze the author's use of figurative language.          - recognize the use of simile by an author
(comparisons using as or as), hyperbole (intentional exaggeration) and metaphor (comparison saying something is something)6.5k: Identify transitional words and phrases that point to an author's organizational pattern.          - as words indicating time, cause and effect, or indicating more information7.5d:
Describe the impact of the choice of words, images and literary devices, including figurative lanuage.          - anaylze the choice and use of literary devices by an author, including omen and irony - analyze elements of an author's style, including the choice of word, the structure of phrases and language
patterns, images, contrasting views, and figurative language - define the tone of an author including serious, sarcastic, objective, humorous, disapproval, solemn , enthusiastic and hostile - recognize and analyze the impact of an author's choice, including rhyme, rhythm, meter, repetition, alliteration and
onomatopopoeyia7.5j: Identify the author's organizational pattern. In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Writers experience the same frustrations. You've buckled up to write your content. You're proud of your
ideas. But when you read your draft... Sucks. There's a spark missing. The content sounds blah. Doesn't sound like you at all. Do you feel like crying? Cultivating an attractive voice can seem like an arduous, perhaps even painful journey. But when you feed a sense of the game, that unbearable journey
becomes a fun adventure. As you experiment with words, you'll find your voice. And when you've found your voice, your content stands out in a bleak sea of gray words. Fierce. And proud. Want to know how to have fun with words and find Voice? Why the choice of words feels difficult Most of us tend to
choose safe words, the words that burst in our minds first. These are the words everyone's using. Everyday language is a good idea, because readers can quickly grasp their ideas. But when you use only everyday language, your content doesn't stand out. You sound like everyone else. Its content lacks
brightness. Writing is different from talking. When we speak we use hand gestures and facial expressions to add emotion and meaning to our words. But when we write, we can't wink, we can't smile, we can't close the table, and we can't put our hands in the air. Therefore, our written words have to work
harder. Our words have to whisper or scream. Our words have to draw attention and commit. Our words have to express emotion. That's why you need to infuse your writing with more emotional words, with colorful language, with a sensory touch. You need to gently push yourself out of your comfort zone
and play with different words. Examples of choice of words Have you ever studied how others choose their words? And have you noticed how his words give you an impression of his personality? Then follow the snippets on a sales page to get a DragonDoor fitness book. What kind of personality do you
find? The DragonDoor copy uses strong sensory and emotional words such as loaded weapons, bullet, journey to hell, satanic and steel bar. Now, let's compare this to a sales page for a Balance Yoga and Wellness yoga teaching class. Try to imagine the type of teacher who has written this: This copy
uses softer and more positive words like invigorating, heart-centered, sparking, balancing, healthier, happier, and taking advantage of. Choosing your words isn't just about being precise and concise. The words you choose also give an impression of your personality; define your voice. How do you want
to meet? How do you want to interact with your audience? How word choice shapes your voiceShed follow four questions to consider when considering how words shape your voice.1. Do you use jargon or everyday language? Whether you want to use jargon or not depends primarily on the experience of
your readers. Do you understand your technical terms? DragonDoor uses some technical language such as pecs, hanging straight leg raises, stand-to-stand bridges and progressive calisthenics. For example: Balance Yoga and Wellness also assumes that you know the basic terms of yoga:When
considering your choice of word, consider your audience. What words would you use? Do you understand technical language and jargon? Also, consider whether your hearing slang or not.2. Do you appeal to negative or positive emotions? Choosing positive or negative words has a big impact on how
readers perceive their voice and personality. DragonDoor, for example, addresses to do things wrong or act like a baby weight bomb or wannabee. They can make you feel insecure: Balance Yoga and Wellness uses a positive tone of encouragement instead: Do you want to shake and arouse fear? Or
comfort, cheer and calm? How positive do you want to sound?3. Do you use strong or subtle sensory words? DragonDoor uses strong language, the terminology borrowed from prisons and war: The copy of Balance Yoga and Wellness sets a warmer tone: How do you spice up your content? With fighting
analogies? Or kitchen metaphors? With signs of seduction? Or bellicose?4. How curious are you? DragonDoor arouses curiosity with phrases like little-known forms, an inactive superpower and a jealous system: Copying Balance Yoga and Wellness is easier about what you'll learn and why: Phrases that
arouse curiosity change the tone of your writing. In addition, curiosity can push readers to take action, to satisfy their curiosity. But it's a good balance, as too much excitement of curiosity can make your content enjoyable, insistent and pumped. In contrast, pairing benefits with features makes your content
more substantial, simple, and honest. A word choice exercise: Get out of a funkReady writing to explore your voice? And play with different words? Try the exercise below and experiment with your choice of word. Try to impersonating different personalities. Also, pay attention to how your voice changes
when you borrow phrases from, such as cooking, fighting, going out, or playing sports. Examples: The standard, grim version:The power-puncher:Another strong armed editor:The competitor:The brilliant personality:The seducer:The sensory cook:The quiet rebel:Have fun with as many options as you
want. Leave the options by percolating at night, and choose a favorite the next day. Consider adding your mission statement to your social media biography and about page. Playing with words is like trying new clothesCogere a different style, try it and see what it looks like in the mirror. Does that jacket
make you feel safe? Does that fuchsia scarf make you feel more creative? Want to try a bolder style? Or a different color? Playing with words rewrites the fun. Animate our copy. And it invigorates our souls. Have fun!PS Thanks to Darren DeMatas of Selfstartr for inspiring this post.
act.org,actprofile.org,act.org,actstudent.org,act.alertline.com,services.actstudent.org,career4.successfactors.com,engage.act.org,discoveractaspire.org,qc.vantage.com,myworkkeys.act.org,twitter.com,facebook When you're reading a 70,000 word, you probably won't pay much attention to every word on
a page. Page. you probably focus on the broader picture, trying to absorb the overall plot or message. But choosing an author's word, or diction, can actually have a profound impact on the overall feeling of a non-fiction story or piece. What is diction? Diction refers to the choice of deliberate words of a
writer. Along with syntax, diction can be used to create tones and images in creative writing. Think about the purpose of your writing and the message you want to convey. Naturally, your choice of words for a persuasive piece will be very different from a poem about anguish. Do you want your readers to
be moved? Convinced? Entertaining? Scared? Are you reminded of your childhood? You can provoke any of these reactions from an audience by choosing the right words. Purpose of Diction Your choice of word can help establish the mood, tone and atmosphere of your text, which will decide what kind
of experience your readers will have. In addition, each word can have multiple meanings, especially when using literary devices such as metaphors or other literary devices. Carefully choosing your words is not the only thing you can do to convey meaning artistically. Diction has a close relationship with
syntax, or how the chosen words are organized. Together, they can create vivid images, rhythm and tone. The type of diction you use depends on your audience and your goal. Types of diction There are many ways to describe diction, from separate to poetic, simple to peedant, but most types of diction
usually fall under one of the four broader categories that follow. Formal Diction Formal diction should be used when you want to maintain a professional attitude while maintaining the impersonal situation. When using formal diction, always remember to use the right grammar and speak in the third person
whenever possible. It is appropriate to use this type of diction in business letters, research documents, cover letters and other professional situations. Example: Your thesis statement in a research article could be something like, Foreign language teaching should be necessary in all elementary schools
because learning a second language improves memory, leads to greater job opportunities and fosters more tolerant attitudes. Informal addiction Informal or casual diction is best used in informal situations, such as letters between friends or when writing literature. You can use this type of diction when
writing emails or letters to friends and family, texting, or creating dialogues for your novel. Example: In an email to a friend, you write: Hi Kathy, I just wanted to see you 're. You want to have dinner this Friday? Tell me! Colloquial diction of colloquial diction uses everyday speech words, which may vary by
region or group of people. This type of diction is common in dialogue, as it can make a job more relatable. Examples: Across the United States, a carbonated beverage can be called soda, pop, soda, or Coca, depending on the region where you live. Another example: What is known as football in the
United States is known as football in England. Slang words are generally used within certain social groups and tend to change over time. Examples: Rad, groovy, hip, salty, woke, YOLO Describes Diction In addition to the four most common types, there are dozens of adjectives that can describe a
writer's diction. When describing diction, however, remember that it is not exactly the same as tone (although some of the adjectives you use for one might apply to the other). 27 Words to Describe Abstract, Conceptual Diction; opposite to concrete. AmbiguousAbrasAt open to interpretation; lacking
obvious meaning. AntiqueDía-fashion, rarely used. CacofonousProduce a hard and unpleasant mix of sounds. ConcreteSpecific, clearly definable; opposed to abstract. ConvolutedComlejo, hard to follow. DenotativeContains an exact meaning; not open to interpretation. DidacticInstructional; meant to
teach. ElevatedSpósas, create a higher tone. EuphemisticPolite substitute for a less educated word; sometimes sincere. EuphoniousPleasant sound; in front of cacophonic. EmotionalExpress your emotions. Figurative words illustrate an image or other idea. IdiomaticNotes expressions that are natural to
a native speaker. JargonWords specific to a profession. MoralistaRighteous; aims to impose morale. OrdinaryCommon, everyday words. PassionateCarrying strong feelings or beliefs. PedanticScolastic, destined to give a lecture. PlainClear, obviously. PoeticMediate, imaginative, romantic. Pretentious,
arrogant, inflated. ScholarlyWords-specific words for a study or field. Sharp Harsh, pointed, directed. SimpleClear, short, easy. VividAnimado, full of life. VulgarTasteless, rude, offensive. Evaluating the choice of words is a slightly more objective task than evaluating tone, as tone reflects a speaker's
attitude or feelings toward a subject. As a result, there are usually more options to describe the tone, from grateful to condescending, cheerful to condescending. Download our 27-word list to describe diction, along with definitions and explanations for each descriptor. You may find it helpful to compare it
to 101 adjectives to describe the tone. Examples of diction in literature Although diction is also important in non-selection, your choice of words can have a big impact on how your story or poem is read by the public. The following examples illustrate the effect that carefully used diction can have on a text.
Del of darkness, by Joseph Conrad, The Sunset; dusk fell over the creek, and the lights began to appear along the shore. Chapman Lighthouse, a upright thing in a mud-flat, shone loudly. The lights of the boats moved in the street, a great stir of lights going up and down. And further west at the top comes
the place of the monstrous city was still ominously marked in the sky, a disturbing gloom in the sun, a creepy glow beneath the stars. Diction in Heart of Darkness falls into the formal category, as Conrad rarely uses informal language, even when it comes to dialogues or interactions. Be careful not to
confuse diction with tone: tone throughout Heart of Darkness can be described as creepy, melancholy or dark, but these words do not describe diction. Rather, they characterize the feelings that are evoked as a result of diction and images. From Mark Twain's The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, but I
think I have to light the territory in front of the rest, because Aunt Sally's going to adopt me and be vilify me, and I can't stand it. I've been there before. Informal and provincial diction in Huck Finn often includes regional colloquialism to characterize Huck as a simple and uneducated character, although the
underlying meaning of the story is much more advanced. Imagine how different this novel would read if Twain used the same formal diction as Joseph Conrad, it would be a completely different book! Donald Barthelme's school and all the trees died. They were orange trees. I don't know why they died,
they just died. It's something I've always wanted to do. We're complaining about it. So we have thirty children there, every child had their own little tree to plant and we have these thirty dead trees. All these guys looking at these little brown sticks, it was depressing. The diction in this extract is simple and
informal, but the choice of the word lends itself to a grim and melancholy tone. Choose your words carefully Your choice between words may seem like a minuscule decision at the moment, but it can actually have a pretty significant impact on how entire sentences, paragraphs, or chapters as a whole are
read. Take the time to think carefully about the diction you want to convey with your writing, because the result can affect the tone and overall feel of your work. Do you have any favorite examples of diction in literature? Share them with us in the comments below! If you liked this post, then you may also
like it: As a blog writer for TCK Publishing, Kaelyn loves to create fun and useful content for writers, readers and creative minds alike. She holds a degree in International Affairs with a bachelor's degree in Italian Studies, but her real passion has always been writing. Working from home allows you to do
even more of the things you love, such as traveling, and spend time with his family. Family. Family.
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